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Environmental benefits of leaving offshore infrastructure in the ocean
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The removal of thousands of structures associated with oil and gas development from the world’s oceans is well underway, yet the environmental impacts of this decommissioning practice remain unknown. Similar impacts will be associated with the eventual removal of offshore wind turbines. We conducted a global survey of environmental experts to guide best decommissioning practices in the North Sea, a region with a substantial removal burden. In contrast to current regulations, 94.7% of experts (36 out of 38) agreed that a more flexible case-by-case approach to decommissioning could benefit the North Sea environment. Partial removal options were considered to deliver better environmental outcomes than complete removal for platforms, but both approaches were equally supported for wind turbines. Key considerations identified for decommissioning were biodiversity enhancement, provision of reef habitat, and protection from bottom trawling, all of which are negatively affected by complete removal. We provide recommendations to guide the revision of offshore decommissioning policy, including a temporary suspension of obligatory removal.
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Dwindling offshore oil and gas reserves have triggered one of the largest decommissioning operations undertaken in the marine environment. Over the next several decades, >7500 oil and gas platforms in the waters of 53 countries will become obsolete, and most will require complete removal under current regulations (Parente et al. 2006; Figure 1a). Owing to their size and weight, the removal of platforms is a complex engineering process and will require some of the heaviest lifting operations ever attempted at sea. The global cost of removal has been estimated at US$210 billion (IHS Markit 2016), with a substantial proportion of this cost imposed on the public through tax concessions (Osmundsen and Tveterås 2003).

Requirements to remove offshore infrastructure are a legacy of past policy and historical conflict. Complete removal was first mandated in the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf (Article 5[5]) to ensure that the oil and gas industry was liable for their infrastructure following cessation of production (Hamzah 2003). Subsequent international agreements introduced some exceptions to complete removal (the so-called “partial removal” options), provided that obligations associated with navigational safety and environmental protection were met (Osmundsen and Tveterås 2003). In 1995, a controversial attempt to dispose of an oil storage facility, the Brent Spar, in deep water in the North Sea resulted in widespread public outcry, and European nations moved swiftly to strengthen removal policies (OSPAR Decision 98/3; Jørgensen 2012). As a result, the OSPAR (an amalgam of “Oso” and “Paris”; www.ospar.org/convention) Commission’s Decision 98/3 requires complete removal of offshore installations, with some exceptions that fulfill purely technical criteria. Although other regions of the world are not bound by the decision, concern over the Brent Spar controversy resulted in complete removal becoming standard practice.

Removal policy is based on the assumption that “leaving the seabed as you found it” will minimize negative impacts on the marine environment. However, the potential disturbance to offshore ecosystems caused by mass removal of infrastructure has received little consideration. We now know that platforms act like artificial reefs and can support entire ecosystems during their production phase (Macreadie et al. 2011; Figure 2). Evidence
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for the potential importance of these ecosystems is mounting, with research demonstrating that platforms are capable of harboring threatened species (Bell and Smith 1999), providing reef habitat (Coolen 2017), boosting recruitment of overfished species (eg 20% for Sebastes paucispinis; Love et al. 2006), producing fish biomass at a greater rate than any other marine ecosystem (by as much as a factor of 10; Claisse et al. 2014), and acting as foraging sites for top-order predators (Todd et al. 2009). Wind farms may provide similar ecosystem benefits, as research has shown that the diversity of benthic organisms (Lindeboom et al. 2011) and densities of commercially important fishes (Reubens et al. 2013) are increased around turbine foundations.

In addition to the loss of reef habitat and associated communities, removal will potentially produce substantial atmospheric emissions, re-open areas for fishing (including bottom trawling), re-suspend contaminated sediments, contribute to the spread of invasive species, and reduce biological connectivity (Macreadie et al. 2011; Fowler et al. 2014). Yet to our knowledge, there are no published studies that have directly investigated such impacts. Failure to account for the negative impacts of removal at the expected scale of global decommissioning activity could have serious consequences for offshore ecosystems, including biodiversity loss and further diminished fish stocks.

The North Sea is a region of considerable decommissioning activity. It supports more than 1350 production installations, including 545 fixed steel platforms that are among the largest in the world (OSPAR Commission 2017a; Figure 1c). Because of the age of the hydrocarbon fields, mass removal of offshore infrastructure has already commenced, with annual expenditures exceeding £1 billion in both the UK and Norway (Oil & Gas UK 2016). Considerations for granting rare exemptions to complete removal only include potential impacts of disposal at sea, such as “exposure of
biota to contaminants” and “conflicts with the conservation of species”, for example (Annex 2, OSPAR Decision 98/3). The in situ ecosystem value of platforms and the negative impacts of removal are not factored into decommissioning decisions in the region; however, over 80% of oil structures in the North Sea are more than a decade old (OSPAR Commission 2017a) and are likely integrated to at least some extent into existing ecosystems.

Eventual decommissioning of offshore wind farms in the North Sea will involve environmental considerations similar to those of oil and gas platforms (Figure 1b). Offshore wind farms are a key component of European renewable energy strategies and are rapidly expanding in the North Sea. Over 3500 turbines have already been installed, more than double the number of oil and gas installations in the region, with hundreds more being added each year (Wind Europe 2017; Figure 1d). Existing wind turbines have a lifespan of approximately 20 years, and little consideration has been given to determining best decommissioning practices once they reach the end of their lifespans (Smyth et al. 2015).

In light of the increasing trend in removal of infrastructure and the OSPAR review of Decision 98/3 in 2018, our objective here was to provide guidance on best environmental practices for decommissioning of offshore installations in the North Sea. Because of the paucity of empirical data, we relied on expert opinion to (1) examine the appropriateness of the current removal policy, (2) identify viable alternatives to complete removal, (3) identify key environmental considerations and trade-offs for decommissioning decisions, and (4) compare decommissioning considerations between platforms and wind turbines.

**Methods**

We sent surveys to 200 experts around the world, with a focus on the North Sea, between 6 Apr and 19 Jun 2017. These experts spanned academic, government, and private organizations, and met the criteria of having a minimum of two scientific publications on offshore ecosystems or environmental impact assessments, or a minimum of 10 years professional experience in the case of non-academics. The list of experts was developed by A-MJ, AMF, and JWPC, who used a database from a previous project on the decommissioning of oil and gas installations in the North Sea (the Living North Sea Initiative), as well as lists of participants from INSITE Science Day 2016 and WINMON.BE (http://odnature.naturalsciences.be/winmonbe2013/participants).

Following the elicitation approach outlined in Martin et al. (2012), we designed a remote investigative mixed-methods survey consisting of 10 quantitative, categorical, and open-ended questions and posted it on SurveyMonkey (www.surveymonkey.com). The questions related to (1) country of work; (2) area(s) of expertise; (3) and (4)
environmental criteria important for decommissioning decisions for offshore oil and gas installations in the North Sea (ranking of 23 criteria [Question 3] and proposal of additional criteria [Question 4]); (5) decommissioning options that should be considered for offshore oil and gas installations in the North Sea (14 options were listed, multiple choices were allowed); (6) and (7) environmental criteria important for decommissioning decisions for offshore wind farms in the North Sea (ranking of 23 criteria [Question 6] and proposal of additional criteria [Question 7]); (8) decommissioning options that should be considered for offshore wind farms in the North Sea (12 options were listed, multiple choices were allowed); (9) level of agreement with statements relating to preference of decommissioning options, the interpretation and relative weighting of various environmental criteria (46 statements, one of 5 levels of agreement allowed); and (10) respondent contact information.

Respondents were allowed to skip questions or end the survey at any time, allowing them to participate without leaving their contact details and to respond only to questions for which they felt they had sufficient expertise.

Criteria presented in Questions 3 and 6 were based on Fowler et al. (2014), with some additional criteria designed to better reflect the context of the North Sea region – included by the researchers who organized the survey. Respondents were not allowed to rank two criteria equally, but could choose to rank fewer criteria, leaving the rest with no score. Criteria were presented to respondents in a random order.

To reduce the effect of perception biases resulting from the respondents’ native language, background, and specific area of expertise, we surveyed a broad range of experts from numerous countries, institutional types, and career levels. This reduced the likelihood of specific biases dominating the survey outcome (Burgman et al. 2011). The online nature of the survey also eliminated group-based biases, including dominant personalities, subset polarization, and groupthink (Martin et al. 2012).

To limit uncertainty surrounding survey results, we designed questions to elicit relative comparisons between outcomes (e.g., relative rankings) rather than absolute values. To detect misinterpretation biases and uncertainty in survey outcomes, we shared survey results with all respondents and allowed them to provide feedback on perceived issues. No fundamental issues or misinterpretations were reported by any respondent. Responses were downloaded on 19 Jun 2017.

**Respondent characterization and relevance**

We downloaded 52 survey responses, comprising 26% of the invited experts. We eliminated 12 responses from further analysis because they only addressed the first two questions concerning country and area of expertise. Remaining experts were located in 10 countries, 80% of which bordered the North Sea, and represented 34 organizations (Figure 3a). Twenty-nine experts were academics from independent research institutes, 10 were from private research and consulting organizations, and one was from a government agency.

Respondents represented more than 23 different areas of expertise (Figure 3b), with the majority having a background in benthic ecology and habitats, environmental impact assessments, and general marine ecosystems. Some 10–20% of respondents indicated that they possessed expertise in connectivity, marine mammals, marine invasive species, or marine chemical contamination, whereas <10% indicated expertise in marine birdlife, ecosystem modeling, reuse and recycling, hydrology, or environmental economics.

Key results are presented below, with complete survey results provided in WebFigure 1 and WebFigures 3–8.

**Results**

**Overall decommissioning approach and preferred options**

Most of the experts (94.7%) agreed that a more flexible approach to decommissioning, including partial removal
and deployment of the obsolete structure as an artificial reef, could benefit the North Sea environment (WebFigure 1). Similarly, 91.9% agreed that if a group of installations may be ecologically interconnected, decommissioning options for these structures should be considered in combination rather than on an individual basis.

The preferred decommissioning option for platform jackets (the steel frame extending from the seabed to the water’s surface) was partial removal, leaving the lower section in place and transporting the upper section (the top 25 m) to shore for recycling (47.4% of experts; Figure 4a; WebFigure 2a). Other high-scoring options included “topping”, whereby the upper section of the jacket is removed and deployed on the seabed next to the remaining jacket (44.7% of experts); toppling the entire jacket in place (42.1% of experts); and complete removal of the platform and transporting it to shore for recycling (42.1% of experts). The least preferred option was complete removal and relocation to deep water (>200 m depth) (5.3% of experts).

For wind turbines, complete and partial removal options were equally preferred (both supported by 40.5% of experts; Figure 4b; WebFigure 2b), with the latter involving leaving foundations and scouring protection in place and transporting upper components (rotors, nacelle) to shore. Once on shore, there was no preference among reusing, recycling, or scrapping. As with platforms, the least preferred option was complete removal and relocation to deep water (>200 m depth) (13.5% of experts).

Environmental trade-offs

The majority of experts (55.3%) agreed that the choice between partial and complete removal of installations should be based on an assessment of relative net environmental benefit (WebFigure 3). Specifically, 68.4% of experts viewed relative energy use, emissions, and the feasibility of recycling as important considerations for the decision. Also, 48.6% regarded the value of land used for the decommissioning option, both offshore and onshore, as important, relative to only 24.3% of experts who did not regard this as important.

Key environmental considerations

Experts ranked enhancement of local biodiversity and provision of reef habitat as the most important considerations when decommissioning platforms (median rank: 4.0 and 5.5, respectively; WebFigure 2c). Protection from trawling (6.5), enhancement of North Sea scale biodiversity (7.0), seabed disturbance (7.0), and loss of the developed community (7.0) were also considered relatively important. Rankings for wind turbines were similar to those for platforms, with the exception of seabed disturbance and chemical contamination, which were ranked lower, and spread of invasive, indigenous, and protected species, which were ranked higher than for platforms (WebFigure 2d).

The value of artificial reefs, including offshore installations

Most experts (78.4%) thought that artificial habitats with environmental value should be maintained and protected, and 55.3% believed that value was not reliant on the development of similar biological communities to natural reefs (WebFigure 4). Only 21.1% agreed with the idea that it is ethically unacceptable to destroy artificial habitats (while 47.4% disagreed with this statement). The majority of experts also agreed that offshore installations have wider ecosystem value because they produce additional biomass (63.2%) and provide shelter and foraging opportunities (84.2%). Likewise, 81.6% agreed that offshore installations could effectively be used to protect valuable marine ecosystems from trawling.

When considering relative ecosystem value, a majority of experts (71.1%) disagreed with the notion that hard
substrate should always be removed from soft sediment habitat because it does not “belong” there. In addition, 91.9% agreed that artificial hard substrate adds particular biodiversity and ecosystem value when located in areas where natural hard substrate was formerly present but has now disappeared.

Negative impacts of leaving structures in the marine environment (partial removal)

Many experts (64.9%) felt that more is known about what happens if established (>20 years) offshore installations are left in place than about the effects of removal (WebFigure 5), and 43.2% disagreed with the notion that established offshore installations will have new negative impacts on surrounding natural ecosystems (compared to only 18.9% agreement). However, 56.8% of experts recognized the threat of chemically contaminated sections of structures, with removal to shore considered the only option in such circumstances (WebFigure 6). Also, 44.4% recognized the potential for intertidal sections of offshore installations to act as “stepping stones” for invasive species (compared to only 22.2% disagreement).

Negative impacts of complete removal

Identified impacts of removal related to the loss of protection from fishing, spread of contamination, threats to endangered species, and noise effects. Most experts agreed that no-fishing zones around offshore installations are important to key North Sea species (81.6%; WebFigure 7), that removal of installations poses a threat to endangered species associated with the structures (76.3%; WebFigure 8), and that leaving chemical contamination undisturbed offshore would be better than risking having it spread over a larger area during removal (63.9%). In addition, 56.8% agreed that noise from decommissioning activities would have considerable negative effects on marine mammals.

Discussion

Our findings suggest that policy reform is required to ensure the best environmental outcomes from decommissioning in the North Sea. Currently, disused structures in OSPAR nations must be completely removed unless they meet exceptional, purely technical criteria (Decision 98/3). Partial removal options are therefore rarely considered, and as a result few comparative assessments of environmental benefits/impacts have been conducted to evaluate alternatives to complete removal. Yet most (94.7%) experts in our study agreed that a more flexible approach to decommissioning could benefit the North Sea environment, with partial removal options scoring as high as or higher than complete removal with respect to environmental performance. The findings indicate a substantial gap between existing policy and current knowledge of decommissioning impacts, which should be considered in upcoming reviews of OSPAR Decision 98/3. Regulatory systems that facilitate partial removal options are already in place in the US, including rigs-to-reefs options (Kaiser and Pulsipher 2005). Our findings have global policy implications, given the prevalence of complete removal practices and the lack of decommissioning policy in Southeast Asia and Africa.

National and regional authorities, including OSPAR and the European Union, as well as environmental non-governmental organizations, currently protect reef habitat and the integrity of the seabed in the North Sea. Measures include the establishment of marine protected areas (OSPAR Commission 2017b) and active restoration of reefs (eg Stenberg et al. 2013; Støstrup et al. 2017). Despite this policy, offshore installations are still considered fundamentally negative, which may be justifiable when considering new installations but not when removing existing structures. Experts in our study clearly indicated that platforms and wind turbines currently in place provide ecosystem services that support conservation goals in the region, particularly relating to the provision and protection of reef habitats. Assessments of decommissioning options should therefore consider the impacts of the loss of these ecosystem services rather than only potential “conflicts with the conservation of species, with the protection of their habitats” (OSPAR Decision 98/3, Annex 2), as rocky and coral-reef ecosystems are among the most threatened habitats both in the North Sea (OSPAR Commission 2008) and globally (Halpern et al. 2007).

The potential habitat value of offshore installations identified here highlights the need to better understand the role that these structures play in North Sea ecosystems. Experts agreed that offshore installations in the region likely perform important ecosystem functions, including biomass production, provision of reef habitat in a sediment-dominated environment, and shelter and foraging opportunities (Figure 2). Similar benefits have been confirmed for platforms in other regions, including high fish production in California (Claisse et al. 2014) and high diversity of associated reef communities in West Africa (Friedlander et al. 2014). Associations of numerous invertebrates and fishes with platforms have already been identified in the North Sea (Coollen 2017; Gates et al. 2017), and increased diversity and densities of benthic organisms have been found in offshore wind farms (Lindeboom et al. 2011; Reubens et al. 2013). The ecosystem functions and services provided by the natural seabed, and potentially by the soft sediments at post-decommissioned sites, were not evaluated by our respondents but may be substantial in particular circumstances (Heery et al. 2017). Determining the full extent of ecosystem benefits of offshore installations in the North Sea alongside those provided by the restored seabeds is essential for improving our understanding of the net environmental impacts of decommissioning.
The scale of ecosystem benefits associated with offshore installations is critical to their environmental value. Although the amount of reef habitat they represent in the North Sea is small compared to that of hard substrate of natural origin (~100,000 km²) and the ~27,000 existing shipwrecks (Coolen et al. 2016), built structures may still provide regional benefits if the habitat they offer is more productive than alternatives; in California, for instance, secondary fish production was recently estimated to be 10 times higher around platforms than in other marine habitats (Claisse et al. 2014). The relative habitat value of offshore structures is likely related to their high vertical relief and complex three-dimensional structure.

The results of our survey support a growing global concern about the environmental risks of infrastructure removal. Although negative impacts were identified for both partial and complete removal options, experts noted that relatively more is known about the impacts of leaving structures in the marine environment because in many instances they have already been there for decades. In contrast, mass removal of infrastructure represents a new large-scale disturbance, especially if structures are ecologically interconnected. The loss of no-fishing zones, habitat loss for threatened species, and noise impacts on marine mammals (and potentially other taxa) all require evaluation prior to major removal activity. Experts also indicated that decommissioning options must be evaluated against a broader suite of environmental considerations, including biodiversity enhancement, provision of reef habitat, and protection from trawling. Outcomes for these considerations are likely to be poor for complete removal. In contrast, considerations of relative energy use, emissions, and steel recycling are likely to vary greatly among installations and may be pivotal to the choice of decommissioning option.

As with other expert elicitation, our results were potentially influenced by respondent and procedural biases that cannot be fully accounted for (Martin et al. 2012). Despite the range of control measures taken (see Methods), results may be biased toward environmental areas with greater expert representation. However, we saw no evidence that decommissioning issues or environmental considerations related to well-represented specialties (eg benthic ecology) scored more highly than those with less representation (eg reuse/recycling) (WebFigure 2). The number of survey responses (n = 40) was also sufficient to distinguish environmental considerations based on separation of interquartile ranges, suggesting adequate statistical power to identify important considerations for decommissioning decisions.

**Conclusions**

The traditional view that artificial structures must be removed from marine ecosystems simply because they do not “belong” there has shifted to one of environmental optimization based on comparative assessment (Fowler et al. 2015). Each decommissioning option will have positive and negative impacts that must be carefully weighed, while also accounting for site-specific characteristics and the broader environmental context of the disturbance. On the basis of our findings, we developed a series of recommendations to guide the revision of current decommissioning policy and practices in the North Sea, the adoption of which will move nations in this region closer to environmentally sustainable decommissioning. These recommendations include:

1. instigating a temporary suspension of obligatory removal to facilitate research into environmental impacts and the ecosystem role of offshore infrastructure;
2. explicitly allowing for partial removal based on environmental considerations, followed by monitoring of the environmental impacts after partial removal;
3. broadening the range of environmental considerations to include the ecosystem services provided by offshore structures;
4. developing a comparative assessment framework capable of optimizing decommissioning decisions based on net environmental benefit;
5. where possible, broadening the assessment scope to consider ecological connectivity among groups of structures and surrounding ecosystems, rather than single-structure evaluations.
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